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Abstract

A study of the reproductive mechanism of the brooding brittle star Ophiomyxa

brevirima (H. L. Clark) was first undertaken. Isozyme electrophoresis was

employed to uncover the genetic relationship of parent to offspring, aiding

interpretation of the observed genetic structures of populations separated by

geographic distance. The genetic structure of four intertidal populations of this

ophiuroid was investigated by examination of variation at seven polymorphic loci.

Mean levels of heterozygosity ranged from 0.238 to 0.332. Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium was observed at all but one locus in all populations. Values of Nei's

unbiased genetic identity (I), distance (D) and standardised genetic variation

between populations (FST) were used to analyse the connectedness of populations

assessed. These values suggested moderate connectivity between populations.

Measures of genotypic diversity were used to interpret the degree of clonal

structuring within each population.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Marine benthic invertebrates have evolved to inhabit a great variety of ecological

niches. The ecological adaptiveness displayed by these diverse taxa may be

attributed, at least in part, to the wide range of life-history tactics used. Brittle star

taxa (Echinodermata: Ophiuroidea) have successfully occupied the majority of

marine environments from littoral to abyssal depths and tropical to polar

latitudes using a variety of reproductive and developmental mechanisms

(Hyrnan, 1955; Hendler, 1975). A review of reproductive and developmental

strategies with regard to dispersal of ophiuroids and subsequent genetic

consequences is presented to familiarise the reader with these aspects of their

biology. This review is followed by a report specific to a study of the reproduction

and population genetics of an endemic species of brooding brittle star from New

Zealand, Ophiomyxa breoirima (H. 1. Clark).

Effects of Reproduction on Dispersal -The various reproductive mechanisms employed within the Class Ophiuroidea

often entail different dispersive abilities that are reflected in the population

genetic structure of the species involved (Mladenov and Emson, 1990). Sexually ,- -
produced marine invertebrate offspring are thought to have a greater rate of

successful recruitment (Ayre, 1990). The genetic variation resulting from sexual

reproduction may allow recruitment into a broader range of acceptable habitats.

Mladenov and Emson (1988) suggested that sexual reproduction would enable

dispersal that assists expansion of a specie's range beyond the confines of a

deteriorating habitat.

The reproductive mechanism and the contribution that the mechanism makes to

recruitment of a species may be inferred by assessment of the genetic structure of

populations of the species (Ayre, 1990). Rate of recruitment connecting two local

populations may be inferred from the amount of gene flow between those

populations. Gene flow can be constrained at its source by mode of reproduction

and population size as well as by physical factors (such as currents directing larval
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Chapter 1

transport or adult migration via rafting or floating) (Ayre, 1990). A major

constraint of gene flow at the colonisation site is that of ecological parameters

being within the acceptable range of tolerance of the recruits (ie selection

pressures). These defining issues are all linked to the genetic variation within

and among local populations.

Development and Dispersal in Ophiuroids

The dispersive capability of a species is often an indicator of the adaptiveness of

that species (Mileikovsky, 1971). Approximately 2/3 of marine benthic

invertebrates incorporate some form of active planktonic larval phase, an aid to

dispersal, in their life-history (Thorson, 1961). The degree to which this

dispersive method is employed by marine benthic invertebrates is indicative of

the significance of long-distance dispersal in the marine environment.

Intuitively those marine benthic invertebrate species not having a

planktotrophic larval phase should experience a reduced dispersal potential. By-means of passive dispersal independent of 'lffe-history manne benthic

in vertebrates may overcome this reduced dispersal potential.

Each developmental mode displayed by ophiuroids has consequences for

dispersal. Development of brittle stars is principally of three forms:

planktotrophic, abbreviated and direct (Hendler, 1975). Planktotrophic

development involves a lengthy feeding larval phase in the plankton (in the

order of weeks), abbreviated development implies a lecithotrophic planktonic

larval phase of relatively shorter duration and direct development involves no

larval phase at all. These direct developers possess no phase specialised for

dispersal, as does the larval phase of planktotrophic and lecithotrophic species,

which may be seen as a major limiting factor to dispersal.

2
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Chapter 1

Gene Flow as a Management Tool

The study of gene flow is important for management of natural populations.

The knowledge obtained by defining a system's relative genetic isolation may aid

efforts to manage the population involved. Population genetic studies focusing

on gene flow among geographically partitioned populations are essential for the

estimation of connectedness of populations (Stoddart, 1988). If populations are

genetically distinct this fact needs to be recognised as it will have a great bearing

on management practices to be used. Analysis of the genetic structure of a

population and that of other populations of the same species may indicate the

mode of reproduction used by a species. The analysis should also offer evidence

of rate of migration (possibly allowing inference of means of migration) and the

direction of gene flow between populations, if a eline exists. Assessment of a

species' genotypic structure requires a process that can identify variation in gene

loci at the allelic level. Electrophoresis is a process that is definitive at this level.

An analysis of genetic variation among ~aphically separate populations of

the same species using electrophoresis to display protein variation allows us to

infer levels of gene flow.

3
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Chapter 1

A brittle star model for assessing the effect of brooding on manne benthic

invertebrate dispersal

Oplziomyxa breoirima (H . L. Clark, 1915) (Fig . 1.1) is a viviparous brooding

ophiuroid endemic to New Zealand and found over a moderately broad

latitudinal range from 52° S to 34° S (Mortensen, 1921; Pawson, 1968) . This

brittle star is distributed down to the archybenthic (1000 m) throughout New

Zealand but it is also found intertidally in southern New Zealand. During the

course of this study, O. breoirima was not observed intertidally on the open east

coast and was not found in fiords on the south west coast, or from coastal

Westland of the South Island of New Zealand despite numerous searches . The

majority of New Zealand's coast is open and subject to high energy wave action

(Morton and Miller, 1968) and therefore may not be suitable as Ophiomyxa

Figure 1.1 Ophiomyxa breoirima . Aboral view, mean disc diameter 12.4mm

(SD -3.5), mean wet weight - 1.lg (SD - 0.9) N - 245

4



Chapter 1

breoirima habitat. Intertidal populations were present in habitat characterised

ecologically by rocky, shallow sloping substrata in areas of low wave energy.

Macroalgae (eg Macrocystis pyrifera and Lenormandia chauuinii ) were

present at sites in low densities where Ophiomyxa brevirima was found.

This study was initiated to characterise genetic differentiation of geographic

populations of Ophiomyxa breuirima using isozyme electrophoresis. From the

putative genotypic structure of populations uncovered at four geographically

partitioned sites, the amount of genetic variation among populations was used to

assess gene flow between populations. It is hypothesised that gene flow between

populations would be restricted due to developmental characteristics of this

brittle star. To increase the power of the analysis of genetic variation of this

species over geographic distance, genotypic assessment of parent and offspring

lines was undertaken to verify mode of reproduction of this brittle star.

-

5
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Evidence of Mixed Modes of Reproduction

in the New Zealand Brooding Brittle Star,

Ophiomyxa brevirima

INTRODUCTION

Aspects of brittle star reproduction

A wide range of reproductive mechanisms are employed within the class

Ophiuroidea. Sexual reproduction is the dominant mode of propagation within

this class of Echinodermata, (Emson and Wilkie, 1980; Mladenov and Burke,

1994). However, some brittle stars are capable of asexual, as well as sexual,

reproduction. Both reproductive modes are associated with the ability to colonise

habitat over wide geographic ranges, sometimes in locally high densities. For

example, Ophiactis savignyi, a fissiparous brittle star is tropicopolitan in its

distribution (Hyrnan, 1955). This specieshaSbeen found in densities as high as

1,892 individuals 100g-1 dried sponge (Mladenov and Emson, 1988). The sexually

reproducing planktotrophic brittle st,::, Ophiothrix [raoilis, is distributed about ,

global temperate waters (Fell, 1966). Ophiura pentagona, a sexually reproducing

viviparous ophiuroid, has a circumpolar distribution about the Antarctic

continent (Clark, 1915).

Many differen t asexual reproductive mechanisms are used by brittle stars.

Approximately 45 of nearly 2,000 extant ophiuroid species are fissiparous (ie

having the ability to reproduce via binary fission as well as by sexual means)

(Mladenov and Burke, 1994). Autotomy, a form of asexual reproduction similar

to fissiparity, is found within the phylum Echinodermata but has not as yet been

demonstrated within the Class Ophiuroidea. Autotomy is the ability to detach a

body part for purposes of generating another individual. Paratomy. the
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Chapter 2

formation of a clone at an embryonic or other early stage of development, has

been observed within the phylum Echinodermata (Bosch et al., 1989). Mortensen

(1921) gave some evidence that the posterolateral arms of Oph io t h ri x

ophioplutei released at metamorphosis could develop a new larval mouth and

oesophagus. Mortensen interpreted these observations as the first steps in the

formation of a secondary larva. If this was indeed occurring, this circumstantial

evidence would represent a form of paratomy occurring within the Class

Ophiuroidea.

Parthenogenesis is an alternative means of proliferation utilised by manne

benthic invertebrates although, to date, no definitive evidence has been found

for this reproductive strategy in the class Ophiuroidea. Mortensen (1936) found

evidence which he interpreted as proof of asexual reproduction in brittle star

species. He observed greatly skewed sex ratios in three Antarctic ophiuroid

species iOphiacanma uioipara, Amphiu~icroplax and Amphiura eugeniae),

the majority sampled being female. Mortensen suggested that all three of these

brooding brittle star species were parthenogenetic, the eggs being capable of

developing in the absence of sperm.

Parthenogenesis is a mode of reproduction where zygotic development of eggs

does not have to be induced by fertilisation from another individual (Bell, 1982),

and can be meiotic or ameiotic. Meiotic parthenogenesis, a form of self

fertilisation, involves the occurrence of crossing over during meiosis in an

un fertilised ovum. The resulting offspring displays a reduced genetic diversity

relative to offspring resulting from out-crossing. Alternatively, ameiotic

parthenogenesis results in clonal proliferation of offspring, which display no

genetic variation from that of the maternal genotype.

7
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Chapter 2

Hermaphroditism is a reproductive trait displayed by at least 43 brooding

brittlestar species (Hendler, 1991). Mortensen (1936) correlated hermaphroditism

with viviparity in ophiuroids, suggesting that all viviparous brittle stars were

hermaphrodites. This has since been discounted (eg Ophiomyxa uiuipuru,

Hendler, 1975). Hermaphroditism may take one of two forms: consecutive,

where self-fertilisation is ruled out unless gametes are stored for later use; and

simultaneous, where both gametes are produced at the same time, allowing self

fertilisation, but not necessitating it (Bell, 1982). In the literature, diminutive

size, brooding and low mate contact potential have been correlated with

hermaphroditism (eg Strathmann, Strathmann and Emson, 1984). These

characteristics may be used to describe animals of low dispersal potential as well.

Thus a correlation between hermaphroditism and low dispersal potential can be

seen to exist (Hendler, 1991).

Isozyme electrophoresis as a tool for unco~gmode of reproduction

In the past, observation of presence or lack of gametes has often been used to

infer mode of reproduction of a species (Marshall and Stephenson, 1933;· Tyler

and Gage, 1982; Stoddart 1983; Iohnson'and Threlfall. 1987; Yamaguchi and Lucas.:"

1984), as has been the case for Ophiomyxa brevirima (Clark, 1915; Mortensen,

1936; Fell, 1966). In recent years electrophoresis has been used to uncover the

underlying genetic relationship between parent and offspring (Ottaway and Kirbv,

1975; Black and Iohnson. 1979; Mladenov and Ernson, 1990). Species that brood

their young allow ease of comparison of genotypes of consecutive generations

using electrophoresis, as well as directly relating· parental genotypes to that of

their offspring. From such analyses the mating system of a species may be

inferred.

The cryptic habit as well as difficulty experienced rearing the brooding brittle star

Ophiomyxa brcuirima in a laboratory situation have caused this ophiuroid's

8
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Chapter 2

reproductive methods to be described from circumstantial evidence in the past.

The habit, distribution and small size of O. breoirima may lead one to the

conclusion that this ophiuroid is an hermaphrodite (Mortensen, 1936).

Multilocus electrophoretic analysis of O. breuirima parents and their progeny

should offer insight into the method used by this ophiuroid species to produce

offspring. Evidence from this study suggests that Ophiomyxa breoirima employs

mixed modes of reproduction.

-

9
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Chapter 2

MATERIALS and METHODS

Collection and Storage of Brittle Stars

Specimens of Ophiomyxa brevirima used in this study were collected from

Yellow Head, Otago Harbour, New Zealand (170025'E, 45°51'5) (Fig.2.1).

Collections were made on four separate occasions (15 December 1993, 8 February

1994, 18 February 1994, 2 July 1994) with a total of 35 adults and either 9, 10 or 20

brooded offspring from each adult being examined electrophoretically. Animals

were taken to the laboratory immediately upon capture where they were rinsed

in fresh water to reduce salt contamination of tissue later used in electrophoresis.

The specimens were stored individually at -80°C, all specimens being placed in

the freezer within three hours of capture.

SouthIsland
New Zealand

Figure 2.1 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Collection site in Otago Harbour

10
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Chapter 2

Electrophoresis

Tissue Preparati on

The aboral disc cover was removed from individual brittle stars and placed in

chilled 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes with an equal volume of homogenisation buffer

A (Appendix B). The tissue was thoroughly homogenised using a glass rod;

maceration times of <60 seconds were used to minimise denaturing of enzymes.

Samples were then centrifuged for 30 seconds and stored at -80°C.

If removal of the adult disc cover revealed brooded young within the bursal sacs

of the parent (Fig . 2.2), 10 juveniles were removed and placed in individual ice

chilled 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes with 2x volume of homogenisation buffer A.

These samples were then stored at -80°C until used for electrophoresis. Animals

collected on 2 July 1994 were processed in a similar fashion with the exception

that 20 offspring were removed for electrophoretic examination. The

homogenisation buffer used for these samples contained sucrose

(homogenisation buffer B, Appendix B ).

Figure 2.2 Ophiomyxa breoirima. Aboral disc cover removed displaying

gravid bursae, containing offspring (----7) at varying stages of development

11
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Gel Preparation and Running Conditions

Horizontal starch-gel electrophoresis was carried out at 4°C using 10% hydrolysed

starch (Starchart Corp., Smithville. TX. 78957). Two continuous buffer systems

were used for this study: tris-citric acid EDTA (pH 7) (TE) (Ayala et al. 1973) was

used for samples assessed at two loci and tris-citric acid EDTA borate (pH 8.9)

(TEB) (Markert and Faulhaber, 1965) was used for animals assessed at five loci.

Buffer recipes are provided in Appendix B. All gels were prepared on the day

before they were used. Cloth bridging wicks were placed in electrode buffer at 4°C

for priming overnight prior to a gel run.

Thawed adult samples were applied to #1 Whatman filter paper wicks by dipping

one end of the wick in the sample then waiting for capillary action to draw

homogenate up into the wick. Samples of offspring were removed from their

Eppendorf tubes and crushed onto the anodal side of a wick. To load samples

onto a gel, a slot was cut parallel to the lo~t dimension of the gel 30 mm from

the edge. One side of this slot was drawn back and wicks primed with sample

were inserted. Excess moisture was removed from the wick prior to its

placement in the gel loading slot.

All enzymes that were scored migrated cathode to anode. Therefore, the loading

slot was placed nearest to the cathode electrode tank. The gels were run at SOmA

for 5.5 hours at 4°C. Gels were covered with cling wrap for the duration of the

run to prevent moisture loss. An ice tray was set on each gel during its run to

prevent overheating of the gel.

Staining Procedure

Two loci of samples from the first three collection dates were examined:

phosphoglucose isomerase (Pgi) and hexokinase (Hk). Five loci of samples from

the 2 July 1994 collection were examined: Pgi, Hk, L-leucyl L-tyrosine peptidase

12
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Chapter 2

(Pep), malate dehydrogenase (Mdh), and mannose phosphate isomerase (Mpi).

On completion of the run, the gels were cut into three to six slices, the lower

slices being used for staining and the top slice being discarded. The staining

enzymes were mixed in agar just prior to application, then poured onto a gel slice

forming an overlay. When the agar had set (approximately 3-5 min.) the gel slice

was placed in a darkened incubator at 37°C. All stain recipes are given in

Appendix B.

Recording and Analysis of Data

The most common allele was designated as '100'. The scoring of all other alleles

at that locus was done relative to this '100' position in a proportional manner, ie,

an allele having run only half the distance of the '100' allele would be scored a

'50'. Numeric scoring was done directly onto data sheets to be later transcribed to

alphabetic coding, the fastest allele being designated 'a', for storing on computer

file. Gels were run with markers of known mobility. Samples of adults showing-
weak or unusual allelic patterns were run a second time to confirm the pattern

observed. Due to the application of a whole juvenile onto its loading' wick,

samples of offspring could not be rertrn for verification. If the banding patterns

of offspring from a group were weak or blurred, these data were discarded.

Data analysis was carried out using Biosys 1.7 (Swofford and Selander 1989) on

an IBM compatible PC. Correspondence of juvenile genotypes to that of the

maternal genotype was assessed. Allelic frequency for ('I) computed using the

formula:

'I = Het+2Hom
2N

where Het is the number of heterozygotes having that allele, Horn is the number

of homozygotes for that allele, and N is the sample size. Heterozygosity deficit

13
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(Hj) at each locus was calculated using the formula:

where Ho is the observed heterozygosity and He the expected heterozygosity. All

averages produced were weighted to correct for differences in sample size.

Significance of deviation from expected proportions of heterozygosity was tested

using a X2 test for goodness of fit. Sex ratios of the samples taken for this study

were computed. The probability of all offspring having the exact genotype of

their parent, if reproduction by selfing were taking place, was computed using the

formula:

o.sn*h

where n is the number of offspring and h IS the number of unlinked

heterozygous loci (Stoddart, 1983).

-

14
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RESULTS

Enzyme activity

Observed banding patterns of loci scored in this study and their genotypic

interpretations are provided in Fig. 2.3. Labelling of alleles conforms with that of

activity observed in other animals from Otago Harbour and other populations

about southern New Zealand.

Phosphoglucose isomerase. PGI showed activity at one locus in this study

staining in less than 30 minutes and eventually giving over-staining and satellite

banding. Heterozygotes were three-banded, suggesting a dimeric quaternary

structure, conforming to what others have observed (Harris and Hopkinson,

1976). Three alleles were resolved at the Pgi locus.

Hexokinase. HK showed two locus contJ:PL.when over-staining of a gel took

place. As this did not occur for all samples, the locus of lesser mobility was not

scored. The scored locus segregated three alleles for the animals sampled in. this

study. Other Ophiomyxa bretiirima from Otago Harbour tested at the Hk locus

showed four alleles (see Chapter 3, Figure 3.2). Heterozygous variation occurred

as two bands, suggest a monomeric subunit structure for Hk (Fig. 2.3), III

accordance with activity observed by others (Harris and Hopkinson 1976).

L-leucyl L-tyrosine peptidase. PEP showed activity at one locus only, three alleles

being present. The electromorphs showed on the gel as a bright rust colour. A

dimeric subunit structure was inferred from heterozygous banding patterns

observed for Pep (Fig. 2.3), which conforms with that observed by others (Harris

and Hopkinson 1976).

15
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Chapter 2

Malate dehydrogenase. MDH demonstrated activity at two loci for some parents,

and only one locus (that of slower mobility) for all offspring. Therefor the locus

of slower mobility was used in this study. A dimeric subunit structure was

inferred from heterozygote banding patterns observed (Fig. 2.3), in accordance

with activity observed by others (Harris and Hopkinson 1976).

Mannose phosphate isomerase. MPI showed activity at one locus only, that

activity consistent with fixed homozygosity (Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Diagram of observed banding patterns. For each enzyme, origin is
indicated by solid horizontal line. Genetic interpretation of each
electrornorph, shown beneath the origin, is consistent with that of
other populations of Ophiomyxa brevirima assessed (see Chapter 3)

Pg; _ --- --- Hk

- ---- - -- -
bb be bd ab ae bb be ee

,

Pep •

bb

---
be

Mpi •

bb

Mdh

-
bb

-
be

Genotypic structure of family lines

Table 2.1 displays multilocus genotypes observed for 423 Ophiomyxa brevi rima

(35 adults and 388 juveniles) assessed electrophoretically. The genotypes of the

brittle stars are grouped into 35 family lines, two lines consisting of a parent and

16
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Chapter 2

nine offspring, 29 lines consisting of a parent and 10 offspring, and four lines

consisting of a parent and 20 offspring.

Table 2.1 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Comparison of the genotypes of parents
and their brooded offspring. Putative paternal genotypes (inferred
from observed offspring genotypes) are in bold case.

P tOff'P tOff'P t Off .aren spnng aren spnnJ'; aren spnnJ';

Locus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk Locus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk Locus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk
Sample Sample Sample

1 bd bb bd bb 2 bb ac bb ac 3 bb cc bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb be bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb be
bd bb bb ac bb be
bd bb bb ac bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb be
bd bb bb ac bb cc
bd bb bb ac bb cc

4 bb bb bb bb 5 bb bb bb bb 6 bd ab bd ab
bd bb bb bb bb bb bd ab

bb bb bb bb bd ab
bb bb bb bb bd ab
bb bb -00 bb bd ab
bb bb bb bb bd ab
bb bb bb bb bd ab
bd bb bb bb bd ab
bb bb ~ bb bb bd ab-bd bb bb bb bd ab

7 bb ab bb ab 8 bb cc bb cc 9 bb ab bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
bb ab bb cc bb ab
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,

OffsOff

Comparison of the genotypes ofTable 2.1 (cant') Ophiomyxa brevirima.
parent and offspring.

PParent Offspring arent sprinz Parent sprinz

Loeus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk Loeus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk Loeus Pgi Hk Pgi Hk
Sample Sample Sample

10 bd ab bd ab 1 1 bd bb bd bb 12 bb be bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be
bd ab bd bb bb be

13 bb be bb be 14 bd bb bd bb 15 bd be bd bb
bb be bb be bb be bb bb bd bb
bb be bb be bd bb
bb be bd be bb bb
bb be bd be bd be

bb be bb be bb bb
bb be bb be bb bb
bb be bd be bb bb
bb be bd be bd bb
bb be bb be bd be

16 bb be bb be 17 bb cc bb be 18 bb ab bb ab
bb bb bb be bb bb bb be bb ab

bb bb bb be bb ab
bb bb bb be bb ab
bb bb ~ bb be bb ab-
bb bb bb be bb ab
bb bb bb be bb ab
bb bb bb be bb ab
bb be bb be bb ab
bb be bb be bb ab

19 bb be bb be 20 bb be bb be 21 bd be bd be
be ee be cc bb be bd bb bd be
d- b - bb ee bb be bd be

bb ee bb be bd bb
be be bb be bd bb
be cc bb be bd bb
bb cc bb be bd bb
bd bb bb be bd bb
bb ee bb be bd bb
bb cc bb be bd bb
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OffPOff

Comparison of the genotypes ofTable 2.1 (cont) Ophiomyxa brevirima.
parent and offspring.

P Off Parent spring arent spring arent spnnz

Locus Pg; Hk Pg; Hk Locus Pg; Hk Pg; Hk Locus Pg; Hk Pg; Hk
Sample Sample Sample

22 bb be bb be 23 bb be bd cc 24 bb bb bb bb
bb be bd ae bb be be be bb be
bb be bb bb bb bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb bb
bb be bb ab be bb
bb be bb ab bb bb
bb be bb bb be be
bb be bb bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb be
bb be bb bb be be

25 bb ab be ab 26 bb bb bb bb 27 bb be bb bb
be bb be ab bb be bb bb bb bb bb be

bb bb bb bb bb bb
be ab bb bb bb bb
be ab bb be bb bb
bb bb bb bb bb bb
bb bb bb be bb bb
be ab bb bb bb bb
be ab bb bb bb bb
be ab bb bb bb bb

28 bb be bb be 29 bb be bb bb 30 bb be bb be
be ee be cc bb bb bb bb bb bb bb be
d - b- bb cc bb bb bb . bb

bb cc bb bb bb bb
be be - bb bb bb bb-
be cc bb be bb bb
bb cc bb bb bb bb
bd bb bb bb bb bb
bb ee bb bb bb bb
bb ee bb bb

31 bb bb bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
bb bb
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Chapter 2

Table 2.1 (cont) Ophiomyxa brevirima. Comparison of the genotypes of
parent and offspring.

Offparent spring

Loeus Pqi Hk Pep Mdh Mpi Pqi Hk Pep Mdh Mp!
32 bb be bb bb bb bb be bb bb bb

bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb
bb be bb bb bb

33 bb - bb bb bb bb be bb bb
bb - cc be bb Db - - be bb bb

bb be bb bb
bb be be bb
bb be bb ·bb
bb be bb bb

~

bb be be bb
bb be be bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be be bb
bb be bb bb
bb be be bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be be bb
bb be be bb
bb be bb bb
bb be be bb
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Table 2.1 (cont') Ophiornyxa brevirirna. Comparison of the genotypes of
parent and offspring.

\

Offparent sprmz

Loeus Pg; Hk Pep Mdh Pg; Hk Pep Mdh
34 bb bb bb bb bb bb

bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb
bb bb bb

35 bb be bb bb bb be bb bb
~b be bb bb
bb

..
be bb bb

bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb

~ bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb
bb be bb bb

In 12 cases, where at least one of the two loci of the maternal parent was

heterozygous, the observed two-locus genotypes of all of the juveniles in the
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family lines were identical with that of the maternal genotype (lines: 1, 2, 6, 7, 9

13, 18,20,22) (Table 2.1). The exclusive replication of a heterozygous genotype by

these family lines is indicative of asexual reproduction. In 16 family lines the

two-locus genotypes of juveniles were not always identical to the genotype of the

maternal parent, at either or both loci (Pgi and Hk ) (Table 2.1, lines: 3,4, 14-17,

19,21,23-30). The form of relationship between parent and offspring indicated by

these genotypic structures is suggestive of sexual reproduction. Three of these

lines (19, 23 and 28) show evidence of dual paternity. Given the morphology of

female O. breoirima, (each bursa having its own external access) each bursa may

not be fertilised simultaneously if and when fertilisation takes place. Three

family sub-sets (5, 8, 31) are multiple homozygotes and are therefore

uninformative.

Four family sub-sets were scored at three to five loci. Two of these groups (lines

32 and 35), consisting of a heterozygous parent and 20 offspring, showed apparent-
asexual reproduction. One group of parent and 20 offspring (line 33) showed

only 12 offspring of the 20 assessed conforming to the parental genotype,

implying at least a degree of sexual reproduction. Line 34 was uninformative.

For those family subsets in which the juvenile conformed to the parents'

genotypes at one locus but not the other, the locus of conformance was

homozygous for the 'b' allele (eg; 3, 4, 16, 17, 26, 27, 29, 30). The observed

genotypes of all 35 family lines display a predominance of bb homozygotes (Table

2.3). Eighty five of 381 animals assessed at both ·Pgi and Hk loci show

homozygosity at the 'b' allele.

Allelic and genotypic frequencies

Allelic frequencies for the parental portion of this study's sample are shown in

Table 2.2. Putative paternal genotypes (p) were inferred from genotypes of

22
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juveniles from lines displaying evidence of having been sexually reproduced (ie

showing alleles not observed in the maternal genotype).

Table 2.2 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Allelic frequencies of adult portion of
sample. Alleles labelled inconformance with those observed in all
O. brevirima populations examined thus far. N - number of adults
assessed. Hd - deviation from expected proportion of heterozygotes.
x2 - chi-square value for significance of deviation. ns - non
significant difference, na - sample too small for statistical test

Locus Allele Frequency N Hd x2

Pgi b 0.9 34 0.098 0.379
c 0
d 0.1

Hk a 0.1 34 0.184 3.592
b 0.56
c 0.34

Pep b 1 4 na
c 0

Mdh b 1 na
c 0

Mpi b 2 na ,

Thirteen different multilocus genotypes were detected among the 339 animals

sampled at two loci, and six different genotypes for families assessed at from

three to five loci (Table 2.3).
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Chapter 2

Table 2.3. Ophiornyxa breoirima. Observed maternal and juvenile genotypic
frequencies of the sample. N - number of animals assessed at that
locus.

Observed
Pgi Hk Pep Mdh Mpi Freguency
bb ab 37
bb ae 11
bb bb 92
bb be 82
bb cc 25
be ab 7
be bb 5
be be 6
be cc 2
bd ab 22
bd bb 39
bd be 10
bd cc 1

bb be bb bb bb 21
bb be bb bb 12

bb bb bb 21
bb be bb bb 21
bb be be bb 8
bb bb bb bb 1

-N 402 402 84 84 . - 42 423

Observed sex ratios

Sex ratios were obtained by observation of dissected animals taken from Otago

Harbour in both this portion of the study and the portion examining genetic

variation over geographic distance (Chapter 3). All animals appeared to be single

sexed. These data show the sex ratios are significantly skewed towards females,

suggestive of parthenogenesis (G - 13.3, P -::;0.05, N - 105 log likelihood test, Sokal

and Rohlf, 1981).

Probability of exact replication of genotypes by offspring

Self-fertilisation is the mode of sexual reproduction that shows the greatest

possibility of producing similar parental and offspring genotypes (Stoddart, 1983).

In this case, due to Mendelian segregation, the probability of all offspring bearing
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the identical genotype of the parent is o.sn*h, where n is the number of offspring

and h is the number of unlinked heterozygous loci used in the analysis (Table

2.4). Other forms of sexual reproduction involve even less likelihood of

offspring replicating the maternal genotype. The probability of the genotypes

displayed by these offspring arising from sexual reproduction is very unlikely.

Table 2.4. Ophiomyxa brevirima. Summary of putative reproductive modes
employed to form 35 family lines, n - number of offspring, M - mode
of reproduction inferred from offspring genotypes, A - asexual, S 
sexual, U - uninformative (lacking heterozygous replication), p 
probability that all offspring in the family were reproduced sexually
by self-fertilisation (calculations follow Stoddart, 1983)

Family line M n

1 A 10
2 A 10
3 5 10
4 5 10
5 U 10
6 A 10
7 A 10
8 U --ID
9 A 10

10 A 10
11 A 10
12 A 10
13 A 10
14 5 10
15 5 10
16 5 10
17 5 10
18 A 10
19 5 10
20 A 10
21 5 10
22 A 10
23 5 10
24 5 10
25 5 10
26 5 10
27 5 10
28 5 10
29 5 10
30 5 9
31 U 9
32 A 20
33 5 20
34 U 20
35 A 20

p
9.77x10'4
9.77x10-4

9.77x10-4
9.77xlO-4

9.77x10-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.77xlO-4

9.54xlO-7

\
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DISCUSSION

In the past, the brooding brittle star, Ophiomyxa breoirima, has been assumed to

be a sexually reproducing species, based on observation of both male and female

gonads in the species (Mortensen, 1936; Fell, 1945). However, an analysis of

genotypes of Ophiomyxa brevirima family lines offers evidence of mixed

reproductive mechanisms within the species.

Correspondence of Genotypes

Exact inheritance of the maternal genotype by brooded offspring observed in

some family lines assessed electrophoretically demonstrates that O. brevirima is

capable of producing offspring by ameiotic means. Of 18 family subsets for which

all offspring replicate their maternal genotype at both loci assessed, all offspring

from 14 of these were found to replicate heterozygous loci in the maternal

genotype. With either self-fertilisation or cross-fertilisation, at most half of the

progeny of the heterozygous mother may be identically heterozygous at a

particular locus (Black and [ohnson, 1979). The replication by all offspring in a

family line of a heterozygous maternal genotype is strong evidence supporting
~

the ability of O. brevirima to reproduce asexually (Black and [ohnson, 1979; Bell,

1982).

There were ten family-subsets assessed at two loci where all offspring showed

replication of the maternal genotype at one locus. Ninety per cent of these

instances were 'bb' homozygotes, the allele most commonly homozygous at both

the Pgi and Hk loci for all O. brevirima evaluated electrophoretically.

Assessment of four family subsets consisting of the mother and 20 of her

offspring further strengthens the evidence for asexual reproduction in O.

brevirima. Multilocus assessment uncovered conformance of the genotypes of

all offspring to that of the mother's for three of the four family sub-sets. The
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introduction of novel alleles in eight of twenty offspring genotypes of the fourth

family subset was interpreted as evidence of segregation. The other twelve

offspring of this fourth family line may also have resulted from normal

segregation by mating with the male genotype inferred. Multilocus assessment of

three of the family subsets of 20 juveniles included at least one heterozygous

locus. The likelihood of juvenile groups, reproduced by selfing, duplicating their

maternal genotype exactly was shown to be very small (Table 2.4). The probability

of juvenile groups, reproduced by out-crossing, replicating their maternal

genotype would be significantly less.

Form of reproduction

Scrutiny of reproductive methods within the phylum Echinodermata in

association with the data resulting from this study gives indication of the mode

of reproduction employed by Ophiomyxa brevirima.

-
Asexual

Some forms of asexual reproduction found in the phylum Echinodermata

(fission, paratomy, autotomy, and partl'renogenesis) are unlikely to be employed

by Ophiomyxa brevirima. As the putative cloning of genotypes under

consideration is taking place at an early stage of offspring development, fission

and autotomy are ruled out by definition. No physical evidence of paratomy was

observed during this study. No evidence of reproduction other than by oocyte

formation was uncovered in the animals assessed in this study. Parthenogenesis

is therefore the most likely means of asexual reproduction for this ophiuroid

species. In literature reviews of echinoderm reproduction, Hendler (1991) and

Mladenov and Burke (1994) discuss the possibility of the occurrence of natural

parthenogenesis in ophiuroid species. Prior to this study the only evidence

suggestive of parthenogenesis in the class, provided by Mortensen (1936), was

based on observations of skewed sex ratios of three brooding species. Mortensen
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did not suggest a mode of parthenogenesis.

There are two forms of parthenogenesis: amictic (ameiotic or apomictic) and

automictic. Automictic parthenogenesis amounts to a form of self-fertilisation

(Bell, 1982). In this reproductive mode crossing over occurs during the meiotic

phase of embryonic formation. Automictic parthenogenesis does not necessarily

result in replication of the maternal genotype in offspring, as was observed in

many Ophiomyxa breoirima offspring assessed. Automictic parthenogenesis is

not ruled out as a reproductive mechanism being employed by this species, but

does not explain the occurrence of family lines showing exact replication of the

maternal genotype. As well, the proportion of female to male adults sampled in

this study was significantly greater, satisfying another parthenogenetic criterion

of skewed sex ratios. It is therefore concluded that the brooding brittle star

Ophiomyxa breoirima reproduces asexually by amictic parthenogenesis

Sexual -
Only some family lines showed replication of the maternal genotype. This

difference in degree of conformance within broods could be due to differing times

for activation of the paternal contributi;n to embryonic genotypes. This is highly

unlikely in the case of O. breoirima, as data reviewed by Gilbert (1988) show that

animals from the phylum Echinodermata assessed for onset of embryonic

genome activation lost all evidence of functional maternal mRNA at the latest by

15 hours post-fertilisation, the embryonic genome being in place and functional

by that time. S. purpuratas and other echinoderms examined were found to

retain functional maternal messenger material until the blastula stage only. The

precise age of juvenile O. breoirima assessed in this study is unknown, but the

time frame of progress of the juvenile developing stages observed is thought to

be in the order of days to weeks rather than hours (Hendler, 1991; Mladenov and

Burke, 1994). Offspring assessed were developed well beyond the blastula stage.

Thus the differing degrees of conformance of juvenile genotypes in a family line
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cannot be due to variance in onset of paternal genetic input from a solely sexual

reproductive mechanism.

Mixed life history is characteristic of some species in the phylum Echinodermata

(Lawrence, 1987). Many brittle stars and asteroids are, for example, facultatively

fissiparous (Mladenov and Burke, 1994). Seventeen of the Ophiomyxa brevirima

family subsets assessed in this study displayed a lack of replication by offspring

genotypes at one or more loci assessed. Three lines demonstrated evidence of

dual paternity. The collection of offspring from maternal genital bursae was

carried out in a random pattern. Some gravid females were seen to be brooding

progeny in many different developmental stages. Within the same bursa

offspring were observed ranging from the unfertilised oocyte stage to the four

arm-segmented stage of development (ie just prior to hatching, pers. obs.).

Within the bursae of a single adult, some or all offspring in some or all bursae

were seen to be developing at different s~. An adult Ophiomyxa brevirima

has 10 bursae, each having external access by its own opening. In some bursae

containing highly developed juveniles offspring numbers were low. Mortensen

(1936) interpreted observations in O~ brevirima of one or many occupants of

bursae, as resulting from two forms of reproduction, or evidence of two distinct

species. Potentially the offspring observed in bursae with low offspring numbers

were the last of a ripe bursa's brood in the process of release. Conversely O.

brevirima progeny may practice adelophagy. It would appear from this physical

evidence, and the genetic evidence uncovered, that not all bursae may be

successfully fertilised simultaneously or by the same male. Indeed, multiple

paternity may be considerably more frequent than our isozymes with their

limited variability can demonstrate.

Thus it is possible for offspring from the same family sub-set to be showing

evidence of two forms of reproduction. Those animals replicating the maternal
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genotype could be the result of ameiotic parthenogenesis. Those animals with

alleles not found in the maternal genotype are being produced meiotically, and in

some cases show evidence of fertilisation by more than one male. This evidence

suggests that O. brevirima is capable of prolonged periods of gametogenesis and

brooding of offspring. Its significance is unclear, but the strategy should increase

the recolonising potential of a population and seasonal constraints on successful

colonisation would be greatly reduced.

Adaptive Significance of Parthenogenesis

Some evidence of natural parthenogenesis has been reported previously in the

phylum Echinodermata. Yamaguchi and Lucas (1984) suggested that the tropical

sea star, Ophidiaster granifer, reproduces by amictic parthenogenesis, their

assumption being based on in vitro observation and histology. Bak et al., (1984)

observed evidence that was interpreted as parthenogenesis in the urchin,

Diadema antillarum. In this case, some blastulae were found in the gonads of-
two individuals of this echinoid species. The evidence was correlated with low

population densities after mass mortalities of the species. The correlation of

mass mortality of Diadema antillarum with parthenogenesis in the species may

be an example of a mechanism of rapid re-establishment of populations to

carrying capacity in a habitat of proven acceptability. Attempts to induce artificial

parthenogenesis in echinoderms have been reported in the literature. Echinoid

eggs can be activated parthenogenetically in vitro (eg Harvey, 1956; Ishikawa,

1975). In these examples, offspring developed slowly, mutated and died

prematurely. These earlier circumstantial examples of parthenogenesis within

the phylum Echinodermata were indeterminate as to their amictic or automictic

form.

Echinoderms having a mixed life-history display an adaptive significance in the

successful evolution of the phylum. Mladenov and Burke (1994) suggested that
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fissiparity is prevalent in habitats below carrying capacity (ie specIes m low

densities). Sexual reproduction may be a form of proliferation aiding successful

colonisation of new habitats and a means of escape from saturated habitats. On

the other hand, sexual reproduction may lead to the loss of advantageous genes,

or the introduction of deleterious genes from a population, thus undermining

the viability of the population. A consequence of sexual reproduction is the 'cost

of sex' (Bell, 1982). Sexually reproducing females put only half of their genome

into their offspring. To maintain a similar degree of survival through

generations as that of asexually reproducing species, twice as many offspring of

equal viability must be produced. Ophiomyxa breoirima, by reproducing both

sexually and asexually, may have adapted successfully to a spatially constrained

habitat in the sheltered coastal waters of New Zealand at the cost of a

diminishing level of fitness.

The utilization of two reproductive mode~O. brevirima is potentially density

driven. Sexual reproduction provides a genetic structure appropriate for

colonising new environments and asexual proliferation brings a newly

established population in a predictable environment to carrying capacity. In a

newly founded colony, low population density could indicate low sperm density

and mate availability. A reproductive mechanism that circumvents low sperm

densities and mate availability, such as amictic parthenogenesis, is a strong

enhancement to a species' survival. Little or no waste of reproductive energy

would occur. Ophiomyxa brevirima is referred to as a primitive ophiuroid in

the literature due to its brooding tactics (Mortensen, 1936, Heridler, 1991).

Potentially the species may be evolving from one reproductive tactic to another,

the transition period showing more than one form of reproduction.

To summanse the findings of this study, it has been shown by isozyme

electrophoretic analysis that the brooding brittle star Ophiomyxa brevirima is
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capable of reproducing using amictic parthenogenesis. No evidence of self

fertilisation was found in this study. Animals dissected in this study were found

to be male or female, showing no signs of simultaneous hermaphroditism, and

ratio of sexes was skewed significantly towards females. The introduction of

novel alleles into the genotypes of some progeny shows that sexual reproduction

occurs in the species. It is possible for a sexually reproduced brood to have been

fertilised by more than one male. Evidence of both forms of sexual and asexual

reproduction may be observed in a single brooding female. Thus Ophiomyxa

brevirima is thought to be a facultative parthenogen. The reproductive plasticity

displayed by O. brevirima may aid successful dispersal and recolonisation of this

brooding marine benthic invertebrate.

-
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Genetic Variation in Populations of the
Brooding Brittle Star Ophiomyxa brevirima,

from New Zealand

Introduction

Dispersive potential

Many marine invertebrate species have a wide geographic distribution. This may

be achieved, at least in part, by the possession of a pelagic larval phase that

facilitates dispersal (eg ophiopluteal phase of ophiuroids, Handler, 1991).

Conversely, some marine invertebrate species have a mode of development that

does not aid movement over great distances (eg direct development of some

ophiuroid species, Handler, 1975). These contrasting potentials for dispersal

influence the population genetic structure of a species through their effect on

gene flow (Strathmann, 1986; Hedgecock, 1986; [ohanneson, 1988; Nishida and

Lucas, 1988; Kwast et al., 1990). In this study the genetic structure of geographic

populations of the direct developing brittle star Ophiomyxa brevirima is assessed-
by means of isozyme electrophoresis.

Many authors have suggested that the-dispersive potential of species of marine

invertebrate taxa may be correlated with larval form (ie mode of development) of

offspring (Mileikovsky, 1971; Schelterna, 1971; Scheltema and Williams, 1983;

[ablonski, 1986). Reduced dispersal potential of a species has been associated with

maintenance of genetic differentiation among populations through reduction in

gene flow (Scheltema and Williams, 1983; Day and Bayne, 1988). Scheltema

(1971) found a positive correlation between duration of larval phase in the water

column and genetic variation, and a negative correlation between duration of

larval phase in the water column and genetic differentiation among populations

of broadcasting molluscs. If this is the case, direct developing marine

invertebrate species should be found in genetically distinct populations separated

by relatively short distances.

In general, those species of marine invertebrates with a long planktonic larval
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phase have a wide geographic distribution (eg Littorina saxatilis, [anson, 1987;

Acanthaster planci, Nishida and Lucas, 1988; Anthocidaris crassipina, Matsuoka

and Suzuki, 1989; Heliocidaris tuberculaia, McMillan et al., 1992; Linckia

laeoigata, Williams and Benzie, 1993). High levels of gene flow, associated with

long-lived larval phases, tend to have an homogenising effect on the genetic

differences among populations of widely distributed species (Ayala, 1982; Ayre,

1990; Williams and Benzie, 1993). This effect will, however, be countered to

varying degrees by selection pressure at the settlement sites resulting in the

differential survival of genotypes. Other mechanisms for generating genetic

variation among geographically partitioned populations of the same species exist

such as mixing of migrating groups in the water column which may result in

recruitment of a more heterogeneous genotypic structure to the settling site

(Johnson and Black, 1984). If currents control the direction of dispersal, a gradient

of genetic differentiation may form along the current at those sites of acceptable

habitat. The means of a species' dispersal controls, in part, the frequency and-
number of individuals successfully moving among populations, will have

consequences for the recipient population's genetic structure (Ayre, 1990).

Although direct development of marine invertebrates, which includes brooding

the young within bursae or externally on the parental body surface, should not

facilitate dispersal, there are brooding marine invertebrates with very large

geographic ranges. For example, Amphipholis souamata, an ophiuroid that

broods its young within bursal sacs, is a cosmopolitan brittle star with one of the

widest known geographic distributions of any marine invertebrate, being found

world wide except for Antarctic waters (Fell, 1945; Mladenov and Ernson, 1988).

Ophiomyxa breoirima, another brooding brittle star, has a distribution inclusive

of all of the Antipodes, (on a scale of 1000s of km) (Mortensen, 1921; Pawson,

1968). Leptasterias hexaciis, a brooding sea star, is found about the north western

coast of North America from Alaska to California (Kwast et al., 1990). Birkeland
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(1971) correlated this sea star's colonisation of a sea mount 450 kilometres from

the nearest known population with algae and driftwood observed over the sea

mount. The brooding ophiuroid Amphiura magellanica, which has a

circumpolar distribution, has commonly been found in floating Macrocystis far

from any known colonies of this species (Fell, 1953). Alternative means of

dispersal may be available to direct developing species of marine invertebrates

such as these. If distributions are ancient, dispersal could have been a gradual

process, taking thousands of years as populations slowly spread. This gradual

process would increase differentiation among populations separated by great

distances.

Passive dispersal

Various means of dispersal available to direct developing marine invertebrates

have been suggested in the past including floating and rafting. The former

involves suspension of the adult on its own in the water column; the latter

attachment of the adult to any available item of a more positively buoyant nature

than the invertebrate itself, such as other animals, driftwood or seaweed

(Mortensen, 1933; Levinton, 1979; Jokiel"- 1984; Highsmith, 1985). These means of \

dispersal may be thought of as a passive event for the animal, as occurrence is

most likely of an episodic nature dependant on external factors. Conversely,

dispersal related to life-history stages, such as a planktotrophic larval phase, may

be termed active dispersal.

Many marine invertebrate species are found in high densities in algal mats or in

macroalgae holdfasts (Vasquez, 1993). As the algae is removed from the

substratum by wave action or degradation of the holdfast, it may carry away its

epifloral community. Large numbers of individuals may be transported by

rafting in this manner increasing the potential for large episodic shifts in rate of

gene flow into recipient populations (Highsmith, 1985; Stoddart, 1988). However,
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Chapter 3

this input of novel genetic material could be quite irregular as migration rates are

dependent on stochastic events, such as storms, making rafting materials

available. A population that is dependent on a floating or rafting mechanism as

a means of immigration may be considered to have an unstable genetic structure

as rate of gene flow into the population can be quite varied (Johnson and Black,

1984). This potential genetic instability of populations should be taken into

account when interpreting the results of assessment of their genetic structure

(Ayre, 1990; Benzie and Stoddart, 1992).

Since it lacks a pelagic larval phase, Ophiomyxa brevirima has a low dispersal

potential. The resultant restricted gene flow should cause a high degree of

genetic differentiation among populations. Conversely, this species may have

some means of dispersal over its geographic range (such as rafting) causing

genetic homogeneity to be increased among sites. The reproductive mechanism

of a species affects how distinctive the patterns of gene flow among populations- -

are. The extremes of strictly sexual versus strictly asexual on the reproductive

continuum offer discernible patterns of genetic structuring (Stoddart, 1988): The

mixed modes of reproduction utilised by O.brevirima, including amictic

parthenogenesis (Chapter 2), should result in some clonal structuring of

populations, thus making it difficult to interpret differentiation of populations

(Bosch et al., 1989; Ayre, 1990). Analysis of genetic structure between data sets (ie

including all genotypes of clones sampled versus unique genotypes only) should

indicate the degree of differentiation among populations due to reproductive

mode employed by this facultative parthenogenetic species.

This study was undertaken to assess genetic variability and scale of genetic

differentiation among populations of a brooding marine benthic invertebrate.

The genetic structure of four populations of the brooding brittle star Ophiomyxa

brevirima were studied over a geographic scale of hundreds of kilometres

r
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(greatest oceanic distance between sites 900 km) and genetic relatedness was

estimated in order to determine the amount of gene flow among populations

scrutinised.

-
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Materials and methods

Collection of Samples

Ophiomyxa breoirima were collected at four different sites around southern New

Zealand: Halfmoon Bay (Stewart Island), Otago Harbour, Akaroa Harbour and

Tory Channel (South Island). These sites extend over a latitudinal range of

greater than SOO km (Fig. 3.1; Appendix A). Brittle stars were collected from both

algal holdfasts and from under cobble. All brittle stars, with the exception of the

Stewart Island collection, were found just below ELWS. Those brittle stars from

Stewart Island were located in 3 - 4 m of water. All animals were returned to the

laboratory in sea water held in an insulated container, with the exception of the

sample collected from Tory Channel, Marlborough Sounds, which was stored in

liquid Nz for transport to Dunedin.

All animals collected were given an iden~tion number and rinsed in fresh

water to minimise salt contamination during electrophoresis. Wet weight and

disc diameter were then measured. Animals were stored individually in a "SODC

freezer until processed for electrophoretic analysis. ~

Electrophoresis

Tissue Preparation

The aboral disc cover was removed from individual brittle stars and placed in

chilled 0.75 ml Eppendorf tubes with an equal volume of homogenisation buffer

(Appendix B). The tissue was homogenised with a glass rod for a maximum of

60 seconds. This maceration time reduced the possibility of enzyme denaturation

while allowing release of the enzymes. The homogenised sample was then

centrifuged for 30 seconds and returned to the -soDe freezer.
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Chapter 3

South Island and Stewart Island
of

New Zealand

/Ji
~' "+--- Stewart
,,' Island

, 17C1'E -
Figure 3.1 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Four collection sites on South Island

and Stewart Island of ])J~w Zealand \

Gel Preparation and Running Conditions

Horizontal starch gel electrophoresis was carried out in a similar fashion

to that recorded in Chapter 2 (Materials and methods) with the exception that

only one continuous buffer system was used for starch gels in this portion of the

study, ie, tris citric acid EDTA (TC-EDTA) (pH 7) (Ayala et al., 1973).

Cellulose Acetate electrophoresis utilised citric acid-aminopropyl morpholine

(CAEA) (pH6.3) as the electrode buffer. Titan HI Zip Zone® cellulose acetate

plates (Helena Laboratories, Beaurnont. Tx. 77704) were primed for 20 minutes in

electrode buffer prior to loading. A Super Z Application Kit® (Helena

Laboratories, catalogue number 4093) was used to apply samples to cellulose
£;'
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Chapter 3

acetate plates. Nine microlitres of thawed sample homogenate were placed in

individual wells on a chilled well plate, taking care to prevent contamination

among samples. Five repeats of an application were made on a blotted plate,

.which was then positioned in a running tank. A maximum of three plates was

run in each tank. Primed #1 Whatman filter paper was used as a bridging wick.

All enzymes scored migrated cathode to anode so the origin side of the cellulose

acetate plate was placed on the cathode bridging wick. Runs were carried out at

4°C for two hours at 50 mA and 200V.

Staining Procedures

Of the 33 enzymes initially screened, seven enzymes were found that offered

consistently interpretable results. The 33 enzymes assayed and the six buffer

systems tested are presented in Appendix C

The procedures used for applying stains to starch gels are similar to those of-
Chapter 2 (Materials and methods). The enzymes PGI (E.C 5.3.1.9) and HK (E.C

2.7.1.1) were stained on starch gels. Recipes for both the stain and buffer systems

used for starch gel electrophoretic analysis in this study are given in Appendix B .

Stains were applied to cellulose acetate plates as follows: on completion of a run,

cellulose acetate plates were removed from their tank and placed on a perspex

plate. Stains were mixed with agar to form an overlay on the cellulose plate.

After a three to five minute period during which the overlay began to thicken,

the cellulose acetate plates were placed in an incubator at 37°C PEP (LG) (E.C

3.4.11/13), ME (E.C 1.1.1.40), MPI (E.C 5.3.1.8) and MDH (E.C 1.1.1.37) were the

stains used on cellulose substrates. All buffer and stain recipes used are given in

Appendix B.

Recording and analysis of data

At each of seven loci assessed, the most common allele was designated '100'. All

e:
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other alleles were scored proportionally to this '100' allele. Numeric scoring was

done directly onto data sheets to be transcribed later to alphabetic coding for

storage on a computer file (the fastest allele designated 'a', the slowest allele

designated 'd). Those samples resolving weakly, or otherwise difficult to

interpret electrophoretically, were rerun. Markers of known mobility were used

on all gel runs.

Data analysis was done using Biosys 1.7 (Swofford and Selander 1989) on an IBM

compatible Pc. Allelic frequencies for the seven loci assessed were computed for

each of the four populations. Allelic frequency (q) was calculated using the

formula:

q =Het + 2Horn
2N

where Het is the number of heterozygotes observed for that allele, Horn the

number of homozygotes observed for tl'laTallele-and N is the sample size.

Ninety five per cent confidence intervals were computed for allelic frequencies of

all populations sampled using the formula:
~

95%CI = ± 1.96 .,jeq(l- q» I2N

where q is the allelic frequency and N is the number of animals assessed at that

locus (Strickberger, 1985).

Observed genotypic diversity (Go) of each population (not including clones

observed) was calculated as follows (Black and [ohnson 1979, Parker 1979):

k

Go =1/Lgi2

io;;J

where gi is the frequency of the i th of k multilocus genotypes. Go may vary
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between 1, for only one genotype observed, and a maximum of k, where all

genotypes occurred at the same frequency. To determine whether genotypic

diversity values for each population differed significantly from expectations

under the conditions of HWE and random mating, the expected genotypic

diversity, Ge, was estimated by simulation using a computer program based on

SlMSD provided by J. A. Stoddart. SlMSD runs SOD Monte Carlo simulations of a

sample taken from a SOD-individual population based on allelic frequencies of

the study population. The mean and standard deviation of genotypic diversity

from these simulations is offered as the study population's expected genotypic

diversity (Stoddart and Taylor, 1988). This program has been modified by D.

Coup (Department of Marine Science, University of Otago) for a PC computer

and is freely available from the author. The Go value was tested against the Ge

value using a Student's t -test for comparison of a single value with the mean of

a sample (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981).

-
Heterozygosity deficit (Hd) at each locus was calculated using the formula:

where Ho is the observed heterozygosity and He the expected heterozygosity. All

averages produced were weighted to correct for differences in sample size.

Significance of deviation from expected proportions of heterozygosity was tested

using a X2 test for goodness of fit.

Nei's (1978) genetic identities (I) and distances (D) for each population were

computed for a pair-wise assessment of the extent of genetic differentiation

among populations. (1, a measure of genetic similarity between populations,

D =logel).
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Weighted averages of Wright's F-statistic for each locus were produced from the

Biosys.l analysis for a measure of genetic differentiation among populations

(Wright, 1978). A X2 test for significance of deviation from panmixis was

preformed on individual loci (Workman and Niswander, 1970). The mean FST

value was used to calculate Nem (average number of immigrants per generation)

using the equation for an island model (Dobzhansky and Wright, 1941):

Nem = ((1/ FsT) - 1) /4

A phenogram based on genetic identity was generated using the unweighted

pair-group method with arithmetic means (UPGMA) (Sneath and Sokal 1973).

-
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Results

Enzyme activity

All electrophoretic patterns for the seven different loci examined in this portion

of the study are given, with their putative genotypic interpretation, in Fig. 3.2.

Allelic frequencies

Putative allelic frequencies for the four Ophiomyxa brevirima populations

sampled at seven loci are given in Tables 3.1 a, b. Allele frequencies were

computed for each population twice, first from unique genotypes only, second

from all specimens processed (ie. allele frequencies were first calculated

weighting all genotypes in that population equally, and then weighting all

individuals equally). Differences between the two analyses were insignificant.

The greatest difference in allelic frequencies observed between analyses was 0.04,

which occurred several times (eg the'd' allcle-.of the Akaroa population). In all

cases, 95 per cent confidence intervals overlapped. This is taken as evidence that

mode of reproduction does not significantly perturb the genetic structure of 'the

populations scrutinised. All populations had the same most common allele at

all loci ('b') with the exceptions of Pgi, Hk and Pep, in the Tory Channel

population. Mdh -1 was monomorphic at Halfmoon Bay, segregating two alleles

in the Otago Harbour population and three alleles in the other two populations.

Mdh -2 was monomorphic for both the Halfmoon Bay (Stewart Island) and Otago

Harbour populations, whereas three alleles were observed in the Akaroa and

Tory Channel populations. Fewer alleles were observed at the other five loci at

Halfmoon Bay.
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Chapter 3

Figure 3.2 Diagram of observed banding patterns. For each enzyme the origin
is indicated by a solid horizontal line. Genetic interpretation of
each electromorph is shown beneath the origin.

Pgi_ - - --- - - - -- - -- -- - -
aa ab ac ad bb be bd dd

Hk-Z-

Hk-7 - - - - --- - - -- - --
aa ac ad bb be bd cc cd dd

-
Pep (Lg)

Me• - --- • -- • - - -- • - 1- --- -~ - ~-- - -
aa ab ac bb be cc aa ab ac bb be cc

Mpi. - -- .-- - . Mdh -1

- -
Mdh -2 - - -

aa ab ac bb be cc
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Chapter 3

Table 3.la Ophiomyxa brevirima. Allelic frequencies at seven loci in four
populations (only unique genotypes were used in analysis). Values
in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals. N - number of
individuals assessed.

Site -
N 
Pgi
a
b
c
d

Hk
a
b
c
d

Pep (Lg)
a
b
c

Me
a
b
c

Mpi
a
b
c

Mdh-l
a
b
c

Mdh-2
a
b
c

Stewart Is.
13

0.92 (0.14)

0.08 (0.14)

0.46 (0.27)
0.54 (0.27)

0.08 (0.14)
0.77 (0.23)
0.15 (0.20)

0.69 (0.25)
0.31 (0.25)

0.92 (0.14)
0.08 (0.14)

36

0.01 (0.04)
0.75 (0.14)
0.07 (0.08)
0.17 (0.12)

0.19 (0.13)
0.01 (0.04)
0.63 (0.16)
0.17 (0.12)

0.16 (0.12)
0.78 (0.14)
0.06 (0.08)

0.03 (07""
0.68 (0.15)
0.29 (0.15)

0.13 (0,1 1)
0.81 (0.13)
0.06 (0.08)

0.04 (0.07)
0.96 (0.07)

·1

46

Akaroa
49

0.02 (0.03)
0.54 (0.14)
0.09 (0.08)
0.38 (0.13)

0.02 (0.04)
0.09 (0.08)
0.76 (0.12)
0.13 (0.10)

0.13 (0.09)
0.67 (0.13)
0.20 (0.11)

0.07 (0.07)
0:64 (0.13)
0.29 (0.13)

0.22 (0.12)
0.64 (0.13)
0.14 (0.10)

0.07 (0.07)
0.86 (0.10)
0.07 (0.07)

0.08 (0.08)
0.84 (0.10)
0.08 (0.08)

Tory
41

0.20 (0.12)
0.20 (0.12)
0.30 (0.14)
0.32 (0.14)

0.01 (0.03)

0.92 (0.09)
0.07 (0.08)

0.32 (0.14)
0.32 (0.14)
0.38 (0.15)

0.34 (0.15)
0.45 (0:15)
0.21 (0.12)

. 0.06 (0.07)
0.71 (0.14)
0.23 (0.13)

0.05 (0.07)
0.90 (0.09)
0.05 (0.07)

0.04 (0.06)
0.90 (0.10)
0.06 (0.07)
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Table 3.1 b Ophiomyxa breoirima. Allelic frequencies at seven loci in four
populations (all genotypes observed were used in this analysis).
Values in parentheses are 95% confidence intervals. N - number of
individuals assessed.

Site - Stewart Is. Otago Akaroa Tory
N- 15 40 55 46

Pgi

a 0.01 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) 0.19 (0.11)
b 0.93 (0.13) 0.78 (0.13) 0.56 (0.13) 0.20 (0.11)
c 0.06 (0.08) 0.09 (0.08) 0.30 (0.13)
d 0.07 (0.13) 0.15 (0.11) 0.34 (0.13) 0.31 (0.13)

Hk
a 0.20 (0.12) 0.02 (0.04) 0.01 (0.03)
b 0.01 (0.04) 0.10 (0.08)
c 0.47 (0.25) 0.60 (0.15) 0.75 (0.11) 0.92 (0.08)
d 0.53 (0.25) 0.19 (0.12) 0.13 (0.09) 0.07 (0.07)

Pep (Lg)
a 0.07 (0.13) 0.15 (0.11) 0.12 (0.09) 0.28 (0.13)
b 0.80 (0.20) 0.80 (0.12) 0.70 (0.12) 0.32 (0.13)
c 0.13 (0.17) 0.05 (0.07) 0.18 (0.10) 0.40 (0.14)

Me
a 0.02 (~ .Q.06 (0.06) 0.32.(0.13)
b 0.67 (0.24) 0.70 (0.14) 0.66 (0.13) 0.48 (0.14)
c 0.33 (0.24) 0.28 (0.14) 0.28 (0.12) 0.20 (0.11)

Mpi ~

a 0.16'(0.11) 0.21 (0.11) 0':07 (0.07)
b 0.93 (0.13) 0.79 (0.13) 0.66 (0.12) 0.71 (0.13)
c 0.07 (0.13) 0.05 (0.07) 0.13(0.09) 0.22 (0.12)

Mdh-7
a 0.04 (0.06) 0.07 (0.06) 0.04 (0.06)
b 1 0.96 (0.06) 0.87(0.06) 0.92 (0.08 )
c 0.06 (0.06) 0.04 (0.06)

Mdh-Z

a 0.07 (0.07) 0.03 (0.05)
b 1 0.86 (0.09) 0.91 (0.08)
c 0.07 (0.07) 0.06 (0.07)
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Two alleles were observed at Halfmoon Bay for Pgi, whereas four alleles were

observed in all other samples. For Hk, two alleles were observed at Halfmoon

Bay, three in the Tory Channel sample, and four in the Otago Harbour and

Akaroa Harbour samples. At the Me and Mpi loci at Halfmoon Bay, only two

alleles were observed, whereas three alleles were observed in all other samples.

Halfmoon Bay showed the least variation at the allelic level, Tory Channel

population the most. This may be a function of population size or sampling

error.

Genotypic structure

For the Stewart Island O. breoirima population, 12 umque genotypes were

detected among 15 animals assessed (Table 3.2). Of 40 animals assessed from

Otago Harbour, 36 unique genotypes were observed. For the Akaroa Harbour

population, 48 unique genotypes were detected in 55 brittle stars processed. For

the Tory Channel population 41 unique ger;.otypes were detected in 46 brittle stars
- -- -

processed. The only significant heterozygosity deficiency at a single locus was at

the Me locus of the Akaroa Harbour sample.

Table 3.2 Ophiomyxa breoirima. Observed seven-locus genotypes in samples
from four sites on South Island and Stewart Island, New Zealand. N
number of individuals. Genotypic composition of samples from
Halfmoon Bay, Stewart Island

Pg; Hk Pep Me Mpi Mdh-l Mdh-Z N
bb cc bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb cc be bc bb bb bb 1
bb cd ab be bb bb bb 1
bb aJ bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb cd bb bc bb bb bb 4
bb aJ cc be bb bb bb 1
bb di bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb ctJ bb bb be bb bb 1
bb ctJ bb be bb bb bb 1
bb ctJ be be be bb bb 1
J:xj cc bb be bb bb bb 1
J:xj aJ bb bb bb bb bb 1

Total - 15

48
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Table 3.2 (continued) Ophiomyxa brevirima. Genotypic composition of samples
from Otago Harbour

Pgi Hk Pep Me Mpi Mdh-7 Mdh-2 N

ab cc bb be bb bb bb 1
bb aa bb bb be bb bb 1
bb ac ab be bb ab bb 1
bb ae bb bb ab bb bb 2
bb ae ab bb bb bb bb 1
bb ac ab be bb bb bb 1
bb ae ac be bb bb bb 1
bb ac bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb ae bb be bb bb bb 1
bb a:J bb bb ab bb bb 2
bb cc ab be bb bb bb 1
bb cc bb bb ab bb bb 1
bb cc bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb cc bb bb cc bb bb 1
bb cc bb be ab bb bb 1
bb cc bb be bb ab bb 1
bb cc bb be bb bb bb 2
bb cc be be bb ab bb 1
bb cd bb be ab bb bb 1
bb ctl bb bb ab bb bb 2
be a:J ab ab be bb bb 1
be cc bb bb bb bb bb 1
be cc bb be bb bb bb 1
be bb -cd be ab -bb bb 1
be ctl bb be bb bb bb 1
bel ae ab be bb bb . bb 1
bel ac bb bb bb bb bb 1
bel be ab be, bb bb bb 1

,
bel bb bb bb bb 1

~

cc aa
bel cc bb be ab bb bb 1
bel cc bb be bb bb bb 1
bel cc cc be bb bb bb 1
bel cd bb ab ab bb bb 1
bel aJ bb be bb bb bb 1
bel ctl ab bb ab bb bb 1

ctl ac ab be bb bb bb 1
Total- 40
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Table 3.2 (continued) Ophiomyxa brevirima. Genotypic composition of samples
from Akaroa Harbour

Pqi Hk Pep Me Mpi Mdh-7 Mdh-2 N
ac aJ ac bb cc bb bb 1
bb bb bb ab bb bb bb 1
bb bc bb bb ab bb bb 1
bb be bb be bb bb bb 1
bb cc ac ab ac bb bb 1
bb cc ac cc aa bb bb 1
bb cc bb aa cc bb bb 1
bb cc bb bb bb bb bb 2
bb cc bb be ab bb bb 1
bb cc bb be bb bb bb 1
bb cc bb cc aa bb bb 1
bb cc be bb ab ac ae 1
bb cc be be be ac bb 1
bb cc cc cc bb bb bb 1
bb cd ae be ab bb bb 1
bb cd bb bb bb bb bb 1
bb aJ bb be bb bb bb 2
be be ab ab bb bb bb 1
be cc bb bb aa bb bb 1
be cc bb cc bb bb bb 2
be cc be bb ab bb bb 1
be cc be bb bb bb bb 1
be cc cc bb be bb bb 1
be aJ ac cc --ah- bb ae 1
be aJ be cc bb bb bb 1
bd aa bb bb bb bb bb 1
bj bb bb ac bb bb ae 1
bd be bb bb bb bb bb 3
bd ab bb- . ab bb bb .2

\
cc

~

bd cc ae bb bb ae ae 1
bd cc bb ab bb bb bb 1
bd cc bb bb bb bb bb 1
bd cc bb cc bb ae ae 1
bd cc be cc be bb bb 1
bd aJ ae be bb bb bb 1
bj aJ bb bb bb bb bb 1
bd aJ bb cc cc ae ae 1
bd aJ cc cc bb bb bb 1
cb be bb bb bb bb bb 1
cb cc ab bb ab bb bb 1
cb cc ab bb be bb bb 1
cb cc ae bb ab bb bb 1
cb cc bb bb aa ac ae 1
cb cc bb bb ab bb bb 1
cb cc bb bb ae ae ae 1
cb cc bb bb bb bb bb 1
cb aJ bb bb ab bb bb 1
cb aJ bb bb cc bb bb 1

Total- 55

f"
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Table 3.2 (continued) Ophiomyxa breoirima. Genotypic composition of samples
fron- Tory Channel, Marlborough Sounds

t»: Hk Pep Me Mp; Mdh-l Mdh-2 N

ab cc bb bb bb bb bb 1

ab cd ab ac bb bb bb 1

ae cc ac ab ab bb bb 1

ac cc cc ac be bb bb 1

ae cc bb bb bb bb bb 1

ae cc aa ab bb bb bb 1

ac cc ab bb cc bb bb 1
ae cc bb ae bb bb bb 1

ac cc be bb bb bb bb 2
ac cd bb ab bb bb bb 1
ae cd aa ae bb bb bb 1
ac aJ be ab bb bb bb 1
a:l cc bb ac bb bb bb 1
a:l cc be aa be bb bb 1
a:l cc be ac bb bb bb 1
a:l cc be ac be bb bb 1
be ac ab be cc bb bb 1
be cc aa bb ab bb bb 1
be cc ab aa bb bb bb 1
be cc be aa cc ae ae 1
be cc cc ae bb bb bb 2
be cc cc bb bb bb bb 2
be cd cc ab ---ob .bb bb 1
bd cc aa ab bb bb bb 1
bd cc aa bb cc bb bb 1
bd cc aa bb bb bb bb 1
bd cc ac bb bb bb bb 1 ,
bd

~.

bb bb 1 ~cc cc aa ac
bd cc cc ab bb bb bb 1
bd cc cc ae bb bb cc 1
cd cc ab be bb bb bb 1
cd cc ae aa ac ac bb 1
aJ cc ae be cc ae ac 1
cd cc bb bb ae bb bb 2
cd cc be bb bb bb bb 1
cd cc cc cc be ac ae 1
cd cd be bb cc bb bb 1
ctl cc aa ac bb bb bb 1
ctl cc aa be bb bb bb 1
ctl cc ab ac bb bb bb 1
ctl cc cc bb bb bb bb 2

Total- 46

Five seven-locus genotypes were detected in more than one population (Table

3.3). One of the genotypes that was shared between two populations (Stewart

SI
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Island and Akaroa) was replicated within both of these populations as well. The

distance between these two populations is approximately 568 km. One genotype

was detected in three populations (Stewart Island, Otago Harbour, Akaroa

Harbour). Possibly sampling intensity was of a low level at all sites studied. A

more rigorous sampling regime may better define the clonal contribution to each

population. Replication of genotypes among the Tory Channel and other

populations was not observed, although replication within the Tory Channel

population was detected. This may be due to sampling error or less dispersal

among Tory Channel and the other populations, relative to dispersal among the

three populations to the south.

Table 3.3 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Observed seven-locus genotypes present at
more than one site SI - Stewart Island, 0 - Otago Harbour,

A - Akaroa Harbour. N - number of replicates of the genotype

N
Mpi Mdh-7 Mdh-2 SI o APgi Hk Pep Me

bb cc bb bb

bb cc be be

bb a:J bb bb

bb cd bb be

!xl cc bb be

bd a:J bb bb

Genetic variation

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

bb

1

1

4

1

1

1

2 _

2

Estimates of genetic variation for each population are presented in Table 3.4.

Data are computed using allelic activity observed from all individuals. Mean

heterozygosities for populations of O. brevirima ranged from 0.238 (0.099) to 0.332

(0.111) and the mean number of alleles for all loci from 1.9 (0.3) to 3.3 (0.2). These
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heterozygosity levels are somewhat higher that those recorded for another

ophiuroid (0.166, Ophiomusium lymani, Ayala and Valentine, 1974). Mean

heterozygosity of the population sampled at Akaroa was significantly less than

that expected of a population at HWE. The population at Tory Channel displayed

a mean heterozygosity less than that expected of a population at HWE, but not

significantly so. Potentially, facultative parthenogenesis plays only a minor part

in the recruitment of O. brevirima populations, or some other factor negates its

effect on the genetic structure of these populations.

Table 3.4. Ophiomyxa brevirima. Estimates of genetic variation in four
populations based on allelic activity observed at seven loci. All
observed genotypes are included in the analysis. A locus was
considered to be polymorphic if the frequency of the most common
allele did not exceed 0.95. Expected heterozygosities are unbiased
estimates (Nei, 1978). * - observed heterozygosity significantly
different from expected * p<0.05,.

Mean Heterozygosity +(SD)
Site Sample Size # alleles!locus % polymorphic Observed Expected

Stewart Is 15 1.9 (.3)
..

71.4. _ .238 (.099) ..219 (.079)

Otago 40 2.9 (.4) 85.7 .311 (.081) .305 (.076)
I

~,
~

Akaroa 55 3.3(.2) 100 .299* (.048) .424 (.047)

Tory Channel 46 3.1(.1) 100 .332 (.111) .457 (.088)

Genotypic diversity

Observed genotypic diversity (Go) for the Stewart Island population was

significantly less than the expected genotypic diversity (Ge) computed by

simulation (Table 3.5). For the Otago Harbour sample, 36 unique seven-locus

genotypes were detected in a sample of 40 animals but Go was not significantly

different from Ge. The value for Go was significantly lower than that of Ge for
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the population at Akaroa, 48 unique seven-locus genotypes being detected in 55

animals assessed (Table 3.2 and 3.5). Forty one unique seven-locus genotypes

were observed in the 46 animals collected from Tory Channel, Marlborough

Sounds (Table 3.2). The observed genotypic diversity (Go) of this sample was

significantly lower than the Ge value computed at this site (Table 3.5). A

comparison of the observed genotypic diversity values of populations assessed is

indicative of mixed modes of reproduction in the species although, an indication

by the data on genetic variation (Table 3.4), amictic parthenogenesis does not

appear to play a major role in recruitment of Ophiomyxa brevirima. A cline of

increasing genotypic diversity may be observed from Stewart Island in the south

to Akaroa further north (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Estimates of genotypic diversity of four
populations based on seven loci. Significance of deviation of

observed genotypic diversity from expected genotypic diversity
based on Student's t - test (2-tailed) *** p<O.OOl

-
Site Co (£ Go:Ge Sex Ratio

(f : m)

Stewart Is 8.3*** 13.54 (1.07) 0.55 9: 1
1

~

~

Otago 33.3 ns 30.83 (2.58) 1.08 71 :34

Akaroa 44.49*** 52.06 (1.76) 0.85 27:20

Tory Channel 37.8*** 45.32 (0.79) 0.83 19:7

The Stewart Island and Otago Harbour populations showed the closest genetic

relationship (I = 0.982, D = 0.018) (Table 3.6). The geographically most distant

populations (Stewart Island and Tory Channel) displayed the least genetic
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relatedness. Genetic identity values of these outlying O. brevirima populations

assessed were I = 0.832, 0 = 0.184. The genetic distance and identity values

displayed are typical of conspecific comparisons as suggested by Ayala (1982) and

Nishida and Lucas (1988). The populations show a close genetic relationship for a

species that should have a low dispersal potential.

Table 3.6 Ophiomyxa brevirima. Unbiased genetic identities (above diagonal),

distances (below diagonal) of Nei (1978) between pairs of populations.

Stewart Is

Akaroa

Tory Channel

Stewart Island

***

0.018

0.056

0.184

0.982

***

0.019

0.130

-

Akaroa

0.946

0.981

****

0.070

To Channel

0.832

0.878

0.932

***

Mean Wright's FST statistic was found to be 0.107 ± 0.02, indicative of restricted

gene flow among populations of O. brevirima assessed. The FST value for the

individual loci are as follows; Pgi 0.184'*, Hk 0.147, Pep 0.106, Me 0.055, Mpi 0.062,-

Mdh-l 0.034, Mdh-2 0.058. All but one locus (Pgi) gave FST values suggestive of

no significant degree of structuring among populations at the 95% confidence

level. The Nem value calculated from this FST statistic was 2.09, indicative of a

level of gene flow just sufficient to prevent differentiation by drift alone.

A UPGMA phenogram based on Nei's (1978) unbiased genetic distances between

populations of Ophiomyxa breoirima assessed electrophoretically is presented in

Figure 3.3. The three southern populations, Halfrnoon Bay (Stewart Island),

Otago Harbour and Akaroa Harbour (South Island), are more genetically similar

to one another than they are to the northern-most population, Tory Channel.
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Figure 3.3 Ophiomyxa breoirima. UPGMA diagram relating four populations
from South Island and Stewart Island, New Zealand, based on Nei's
genetic distance.
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Discussion

Based on morphological evidence it has been presumed that the brooding brittle

star, Ophiomyxa breoirima, is an exclusively sexual ophiuroid (Mortensen, 1936;

Fell, 1945). Results of this study have suggested otherwise (Chapter 2). The effect

of a mixed life-history and direct development of this brooding brittle star are

discussed with regard to dispersal and the connectedness of inshore populations.

Genotypic Diversity

Three of the four populations of Ophiomyxa brevirima sampled from southern

New Zealand (Stewart Island, Akaroa Harbour, Tory Channel) displayed an

observed genotypic diversity significantly lower than expected for a population

reproducing sexually. In contrast, the Otago Harbour population had an observed

genotypic diversity not significantly different than expected for a population at

equilibrium reproducing strictly by sexu.ill.m-eans despite evidence of amictic

parthenogenesis.

The interpretation of Go:G e values has 'its limitations (Iohnson arrd Threlfall,

1987). Expected genotypic diversity is calculated from the observed allelic

frequencies of a population. If those allelic frequencies are from a small

population and include clones, a sampling effect will cause a distorted Ge to be

calculated. If populations being analysed show varying amounts of recruitment

due to asexual reproduction the expected genotypic diversity calculated for each

population may not be useful for valid comparison among populations.

Genotypic diversity (Go) values for Ophiomyxa breoirima populations in this

study were calculated using all genotypes. The differential genotypic diversity

values found for the populations assessed indicates only qualitatively that

asexual reproduction contributes differing amounts to recruitment of the various
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populations. Further work is necessary to quantify these results. Some alternative

causes of depression of genotypic diversity of O. brevirima populations could be:

Wahlund effect (ie contribution of zygotes from populations having different allelic

frequencies with the subsequent heterozygous deficiency lowering observed

genotypic diversity); inbreeding depression (ie a small effective population size

leading to loss of variation, or selection pressures on new recruits). For example, the

high value of genetic identity (0.98) between Otago Harbour and Stewart Island

populations of O. breoirima indicates a high level of connectivity between the two

populations. This level of connectivity between populations, separated by

geographic distances of this scale, is indicative of a high dispersal potential for the

species. The level of gene flow calculated (FST) supports the idea of connectivity

between populations existing, but not to the extent inferred by levels of genetic

identity calculated. No individual locus showed variance in FST value indicative

of deviation from HWE due to selection, rrra1Il:lg system, etc.

Three of seven loci assessed showed a much greater contribution to the mean FST
~

calculated, but only one locus (Pgi) was significantly different, indicating that a

Wahlund effect does not exist. The migration among populations may be of

adequate proportions to result in negating any Wahlund effect on the genetic

structure of either population. Inbreeding also has the potential to be a source of

genetic perturbation within populations of this brittle star as well. The significant

diference from panmixis of an individual FST value supports this. Given the

animal's direct development, its cryptic habit, and its promiscuity (see Chapter 2)

inbreeding may be common for intertidal Ophiomyxa breoirima. Selection against

heterozygotes is unlikely to be a major factor as no significant heterozygote

deficiencies were observed.
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Effects of mixed modes of reproduction

The use of mixed modes of reproduction by Ophiomyxa breoirima is evident in the

variety of observed genotypic diversity values of the four populations sampled. The

evidence of asexual reproduction in O. breuirimu is not as pronounced as that of

other species of brittle stars employing mixed modes of reproduction, such as

fissiparous populations of brittle stars (eg; Go:Ge = 0.19 for a population of Ophiactis

savignyi, Mladenov and Emson, 1990). In populations of O. breoirima asexual

reproduction, in the form of amictic parthenogenesis, seems to contribute varying

amounts to recruitment. Asexual reproduction appears to contribute most to

recruitment in Stewart Island where the ratio of observed to expected genotypic

diversity was lowest. The smallest contribution observed was in the Otago Harbour

population, (Go:G e = 1.08). The other two populations sampled showed

intermediate values of Go:Ge (ie 0.85 for Akaroa, 0.83 for Tory Channel), suggesting

asexual recruitment is a factor in the over-all recruitment of these populations, It

must be kept in mind that these genotypic diversity values may be distorted due to

population size and/or degree of contribution of asexual reproduction to

recruitment.

Females dominated sex ratios of the four populations sampled (Table 3.5). In all,

67% of animals sexed in the study were found to be female. The sex ratio of each site

was different, but consistently dominated by females. For example, the Stewart

Island population demonstrated a sex ratio of nine females to one male. The

observed sex ratios support the proposal that O. bretnrima reproduces by means of

parthenogenesis but genetic structures uncovered demonstrate that this

reproductive mechanism is not the dominant means of recruitment within the

populations sampled.

Genetic differentiation among populations
The strong similarity in genetic structures ofthe Stewart Island and Otago
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populationsand the Akaroa Harbour population, is suggestive of strong

connectivity among populations. Observed heterozygosity of the Otago and

Stewart Island populations was slightly less than that expected of populations at

HWE. The Akaroa population had an observed heterozygosity significantly less

than that expected ( Ho 0.299 + 0.048, He 0.424 ± 0.047) under HWE criteria. The

Tory Channel population's observed heterozygosity was less than expected also,

but not significantly so. In both cases, the observed heterozygosity depression was

due to homozygosity at the Mdh loci (-1 and -2). The Nei's genetic identities of

the populations sampled are very close, considering the species' brooding mode

of development and the distances separating populations (minimum distance

280 km, maximum distance 900 km). The potential for brooding to reduce gene

flow in this species does not appear to be realised. Murray (1989) found genetic

identity between populations of the brooding brittle star Amphipholis squamata

to be 0.657, compared to 0.982 for O. brevirima in this study, over similar

distances. O. brevirima appears to have a. greater degree of connectivity among

geographic populations than expected.

Trends in genetic variation and gene flow

Levels of genetic variation within populations increase sequentially from Stewart

Island to Akaroa. Observed levels of genotypic diversity also increase between

Stewart Island and Akaroa, suggesting a cline from south to north as far as

Akaroa. If Nei's genetic identities (Table 3.6) and the resulting UPGMA (Figure

3.3) are considered, it may be inferred that Ophiomyxa breoirimu populations are

connected by one way mechanisms from south to north between Stewart Island

to Akaroa. and from north to south between Tory Channel and Akaroa.

Other workers have reported varying degrees of gene flow for brooding species

within the class Ophiuroidea, and within the phylum Echinodermata. Gaarde

and McCleaghan (1982) found evidence suggestive of similar amounts of

.'
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geneflow over microgeographic distances (20 m) for two brittle star species of

differing developmental modes. Ophioplocus esmarki, a direct developing

species, and Ophionereis annulata, an abbreviated developing species, showed

insignificant differences in the low degree of gene flow that was displayed over

microgeographic distances. Murray (1989), who studied the brooding brittle star,

Amphipholis squamata, gave evidence indicative of little or no gene flow among

populations over medium to macrogeographic distances. Kwast et al, (1990)

found, in a study of brooding sea stars of the genus Leptasterias, evidence of

higher levels of gene flow between sibling species at one site than between the

same species among sites. It would appear from this evidence that brooding does

have a negative effect on gene flow among populations of direct developing

species. If no mechanism is in place to overcome low dispersal potential

resulting from the lack of a larval phase, gene flow is restricted.

The significance of only one locus contribyting to Wright's standardised genetic

variation (FST) for the populations assessed is suggestive of some effect other

thanWahlund effect contributing to the population structure uncovered' The

N em, value calculated suggests that gene flow of O. breoirima : is indicative of a

relatively low level of gene flow. Given that the Tory population is significantly

differentiated from the other three populations its exclusion from the calculation

of Nem, would offer a value better reflecting the level of gene flow between the

other three populations. The brooding habit and potential dependence of O.

brevirima on availability of rafting materials for transport could result in this

relatively low level of gene flow.

A dispersive mechanism for brooding species

The levels of gene flow inferred from this study suggest that this brooding brittle

star can be transported by some means of dispersal independent of the animal's

life-history. The Southland Current moves northward along the east coast of
r:
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New Zealand at varying rates (eg; 0.2 - 0.9 ms! between Stewart Island and Otago;

Heath, 1973). Populations assessed genetically to the south of Akaroa show a

pattern of increasing genetic differentiation along this current. The genetic

variation within and among populations observed increases along the path of

oceanic currents found in the area (Brodie, 1960; Barnes, 1985; Greig and Gilmour,

1992) (Figure 3.4). Some portions of the Southland Current continue north of

Akaroa, while others are diverted towards the Chatham Islands to the east. The

D'Urville Current flowing eastward through Cook Strait meets with the

Southland Current to the east of Tory Channel. A periodic change at this

South Island and Stewart Island
of

New Zealand

/j
Southland
curre/?

/;

173'E

45'S

•

Figure 3.4 Oceanic Surface Currents on the East Coast of New Zealand

junction results in the Canterbury Current, affording currents southward out of
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Cook Strait/Tory Channel. Thus a means of passive transport exists that fits the

evidence of population genetic structure of Ophiomyxa brevirima.

The nature of dispersal of O. brevirima along ocean surface currents could have

an additive effect to populations down current. The further down current a

population's geographic location, the greater the source of its recruitment,

possibly leading to the higher genotypic diversity observed in those populations

downstream. The passive dispersal role of O. brevirima fits with the model of

Burton and Feldman (1982). They suggest that the degree of genetic

differentiation experienced by passively distributed larvae (cf. rafting animals) in

areas of highly developed currents may be negatively correlated with length of

larval stage (cf. distance rafted).

Adaptive significance of Ophiomyxa brevirima's development and reproductive

strategies _

It is difficult to ascertain the amount of clonal proliferation occurring in each

Ophiomyxa brevirima population studied. (Genetic evidence is suggestive of

recruitment resulting from sexual reproduction within established p"Opulations.)

If this is the case O. brevirima is able to take advantage of the rafting mechanism

available to the species to recruit successfully to down current settlement sites,

once established at a site, clonal proliferation is a viable reproductive mode

allowing rapid development of the population towards carrying capacity of the

site.

The direct development of offspring is thought to be a means of ensuring

recruitment. This may reduce the dispersal potential of this brittle star, but the

mixed life-history demonstrated by O. brevirima could be an adaptation to ensure
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recruitment, as well as successful usage of a passive dispersal mechanism.

Despite evidence of structuring within populations, it is apparent that some gene

flow is taking place among intertidal populations of the brooding brittle star O.

breuirima.

-
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General Discussion

In the case of Ophiomyxa brevirima, a developmental phase that includes broodiru

offspring in bursal sacs does affect the species' dispersal. Despite being a direct develo

O. brevirima may be able to maintain clones among intertidal populations.

observation that genotypes shared among intertidal populations is used here as evidr

of clonal sharing. Some probability of production of these genotypes by sexual means (

exist so the sharing of these genotypes among populations may not be considr

definative evidence of clonal dispersal."

The sharing of putative clones between some populations sampled may indicate

that clone mates are being dispersed on a scale of lOOs of kilometres in this

species. Conversely, observation of replication of seven-locus genotypes may

only be an indication of the inability to distinguish clones at the level of

assessment employed in this study. PotenUaJJy, due !o the passive dispersal of O.

breotrima, which is not related to a life-history phase, the species' dispersal is less

constrained temporally. The small amount of genetic distance observed between

populations of O. breoirima, and th; similarity of genetic structure of those

populations. demonstrates that geographically separate populations of this

ophiuroid act as closely related populations. The variation in genetic distances

between populations. when correlated with oceanic currents present over the

geographic range of the species, suggest that Ophiomyxa brevirima may be

transported by these currents.

The gene flow among populations of Widely distributed brooding marine

invertebrates may be occurring at a much lower or less predictable rate than that

of planktotrophic and abbreviated developing marine invertebrates (Williams

and Benzie, 1993). This reduced or unpredictable rate of gene flow causes a high

level of genetic differentiation among local populations. The amount of genetic
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variance over similar distances among species with a pelagic larval phase in their
life histories and those species lacking a pelagic phase, but still within the same
taxonomic group, is evidence of this irregularity (eg; Acanthaster planci , 0 =

0.044 Great Barrier Reef to Gulf of California [Nishida and Lucas, 1988];
Amphipholis squamata r 0 = 1.37 South Carolina, U. S. A. to Langerston, U. K.
[Murray, 1989] over 100Os of km; and Linckia laevigata ,0=0.000 Escape to Sykes
Reefs, Great Barrier Reef [Williams and Benzie, 1993]; Ophiomyxa breuirima ,
0=0.184 Stewart Island to Tory Channel [this study] over lOOs of km).

O. breoirima is often associated with a macroalgae in high densities. Thus, when
transported by rafting on driftweed, the animal may be moved in aggregates of
some numbers. Immigration of large numbers of animals (ie a potential
involving a heterogeneous genotypic structure) into a population will perturb
the genetic structure of the recipient population (Benzie and Stoddart, 1992). For
example, the population of Ophiomuxu; bxeoirima in Otago Harbour gave
evidence of being in HWE despite also demonstrating evidence of ameiotic
parthenogenesis. This anomaly may be due to influxes of large numbers of
genotypes differing in structure to the genetic structure of the Otago Harbour
population. These observations are interpreted as reinforcement of the
hypothesis that O. brevirima has a high dispersal potential some of which may be
realised by passive means, such as rafting among intertidal populations.

The interpretation of the variation in genetic structures observed within and
among populations of this brooding brittle star comply with its reproductive
tactics. Mixed life-history of the brooding brittle star Ophiomyxa breoirima may
enhance success of emigration into new settlement sites. For example, if a single
gravid female is transported down current to an alternative population she has
the potential to be introducing multiple genotypes, via her offspring. The genetic
variation within a sexually reproducing brood of this brittle star may contain..
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genotypes adaptive to the settling site's environment. Genetic variation within a

brood of this brittle star's offspring is potentially further increased by the real

possibility of multiple paternity. Conversely, if undergoing parthenogenetic

reproduction an individual's genotype will be amplified due to clonal

proliferation and if successfully recruited have impact on the structure of the

recipient population, but over a much greater time scale.

Isozyme electrophoresis is subject to a number of pitfalls, one of which is the

amount of weight that observed genotypic data are accorded. For example, 31

family lines of this study were assessed at two loci. Some lines gave evidence of

being clonally reproduced, (ie the two loci assessed showed a common structuring

by p~rent and offspring), as did family lines subjected to assessment at more than

two loci. Conversely, some family lines showed evidence of being sexually

reproduced. Assessment of the complete genotypes, using isozyme

electrophoresis, would be necessary '!:p-'yerify the evidence of form of

reproduction (sexual or asexual) practiced by members of the species. This could

be more easily accomplished using restriction fragment length polymorphism

analysis to build up multilocus genotype information. Comparisonrof maternal

and offspring DNA should further verify or discredit the reproductive findings of

this study.

Future work specific to the model that Ophiomyxa breoirima presents for study

of dispersive mechanisms of brooding marine invertebrates could include

verification of this ophiuroids rafting ability. A survey of epifloral species on

floating algal masses in the Southland Current should uncover O. breuirima

rafting. A comparative analysis of the genetic structure of the Chatham Islands,

sub-antarctic Antipodean populations and the mainland populations of O.

breoirima will further our knowledge of the extent of gene flow among these

populations. Determining the genetic relationships of populations of this
s"
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brooding brittle star, separated by greater distances, will further our

understanding of the significance of reproductive and developmental tactics as

well as dispersive mechanisms of benthic marine invertebrates.

-
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Appendices

Appendix A

Location of Collection Sites

Site

Eastern shore, Halfmoon Bay,

Stewart Island

Yellow Head, Otago Harbour

Onawe Flat, Akaroa Harbour

Arapawa Island, Tory Channel,

Marlborough Sounds

Grid Reference/Collection Date
Number of Animals

N.Z.M5. 260 E 48 400569

Dec, 7,8, 1993, 18 animals

N.Z.M5. 260 144, J44 253822

Oct. 28, 1993,40 animals

Dec. 15,1993,23 animals

Feb. 2, 1994, 22 animals

Feb. 18, 1994,40 animals

July 4, 1994, 14 animals

-
N.Z.M.5. 260 042160

~Jyne, 28, 199455 animals

N.Z.M.S. 260 093956

April 18, 1994, 15 animals

April 19, 1994,31 animals
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AppendixB

Homogenisation buffer A

2m! 1M Iris-HCl

O.lm! mercaptoethano!

O.lg BPB

make up to 100 m!

Homogenisation buffer B

2m! 1M Iris-He!

O.lm! mercaptoethano!

109 sucrose

25mg NADP

O.lg BPB

make up to lOOm!

Agar (for 1.5% starch gels)

4.5 g agar

300 m! water

microwave 2 min.

agitate then reheat

agitate then reheat

store in oven.

Recipes

-
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Buffers

CAEA Citric acid-aminopropyl morpholine

8.4g Citric

10ml N-3-aminopropyl-diethylamin

make up to 1000ml pH6.3

TE Tris-Citric Acid EDTA (Ayala et al., 1973)

Electrode

16.35g trisma base

9.46g citric acid

0.447g Na2EDTA

make up to 1000ml pH7

Appendices

Gel

1.09g trisma base

0.63g citric acid

0.447g Na2EDTA

make up to 1000ml pH7

-
,

TEB Tris-EDTA-Borate (Iohnson, )

Electrode

31.49g trisma base

8.82g boric acid

1.64gNa2EDTA

0.48gNaOH

to 2000ml

1/10 dilution of Electrode buffer

.p-
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Stain recipes

Starch

Appendices

Hexokinase Hk

2 g glucose

25 mg ATP

5 mg NAD
10 mg MgCl2

5 mg MTT

10 units/ill G6PD

trace PMS

25 ml tris-H Cl

25 ml agar

(E.C.2.7.1.1)

Phosphoglucose isomerase Pgi

25mg fructose-6-phosphate

5mg NAD

51ll/5units G6PD

(15mg MgCl2)

5mg MTT

trace PMS

25ml tris-HCI

25ml agar

(E.C.5.3.1.9)

-

(Hk and Pgi recipes sufficient to cover two gel slices)

Cellulose Acetate

Malate dehydrogenase Mdh (E.C.1.1.1.37)

3ml Malic substrate

2mg Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

2mg MTT

10ml tris HCI pH8 buffer

trace PMS

8ml agar
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Malic Substrate

l80ml distilled water

20ml tris HCl pH9

3.68g L-Malic acid

Adjust to pH8

Appendices

Malic enzyme Me

2ml malic substrate

2mg NADP

2mg MTT

Smg MgClz

trace PMS

lOml tris HCl pH 8

8ml agar

(E.C.1.1.l.40)

Mannose phosphate isomerase Mpi; (E.C.S.3.1.8)

lSmg D-mannose 6-phosphate

2mg NAD (NADP)

3mg MTT

lOml tris HCl pH8 buffer

llJ.l G-6-PD

4IJ.l Phosphoglucose isomerase

trace PMS

8ml agar
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Peptidases Lty / Lg, Pep (E.C.3.4.11/l3)

5mg L-leucyl-L-leucine (or L-leucyl-L-glycine)

2mg L-amino acid oxidase

2mg Peroxidase

2mg O-dianisidine

lOml Phosphate buffer

Sml agar

cellulose acetate stains sufficient to cover three plates

-
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AppendixC

Enzymes Assessed

Appendices

SUBSTRATE - Cellulose Acetate Starch KC.Number
BUFFER TG TEE 1M AC AC TC8 TEE 1M P

8.5 6.8 6.3
ENZYME

Acid phosphatase(ACP) * 3.1.3.2
Adenosine deaminase(ADA) * 3.5.4.4

Alcohol dehydrogenase(ADH) * * 1.1.1.1
Adenylate kinase(AK) * 2.7.4.3

Aldolase(ALD) * 4.1.2.13

Alkaline phosphatase(ALP) * 3.1.3.1

Aldehyde oxidase(AO) * * * *
Esterases(EST) * * 3.1.1.1

Fumerase(FUM) * 4.2.1.2

se-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase( =GPD) * * * 1.1.1.8
Guanine deaminase(GDA) 3.5.4.3
Glutamate dehydrogenase(GDH) * * 1.4.1.3
Glutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase(GOT) * * * 2.6.1.1
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase(G3PD) * 1.2.1.12

Hexokinase(HK) * * * * 2.7.1.1
Isocitrate dehydrogenase(IDH) * * * * 1.1.1.42
Leucine aminopeptidase(LAP) * 3.4.1.1
Lactate dehydrogenase(LDH) * 1.1.1.27-Malate dehydrogenase(MDH) * * -*~ * -1.1.1.37
Malic enzyme(ME) * * * 1.1.1.40
Mannose phosphate isomerase(MPI) * * * * 5.3 ..1.8

Nucleoside phosphorylase(NP) * * * * 2.4.2.1
Peptidase(PEP.gp) ~- 3.4.11113.-

Peptidase, Leucyl-glycine(PEP.lg) * * * 3.4.11/13.-
Peptidase, Leucyl-leucyl(PEP.ll) 3.4.11/13.-

Peptidase(PEP.lt) * 3.4.11/13.-
Peptidase(PEP.lv) * 3.4.11/13.-
Peptidase(PEP.pp) 3.4.11/13.-

Phosphoglucose isomerase(PGI) * * 5.3.1.9

Phosphoglucomutase(PGM) * * * 2.7.5.1

Sorbitol dehydrogcnase(SDH) * 1.1.1.l4
Superoxide dismutasc(SOD) * 1.15.1.l

Triosephosphate isomcrase(TPI) * * 5.3.1.1

Xanthine dehydrogenase(XDB) * * 1.2.1.37

* - unscorable activity observed, ! - scorable activity observed
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